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Celebrate the Tenth AnniversaryÂ of Twilight withÂ Edward&apos;s version of the entire Twilight

Saga!Twilight Midnight Sun: Edward&apos;s Version of The Twilight Saga is a parody of Stephenie

Meyer&apos;s Twilight Saga. This parody is guaranteed to bring smiles, laughter and joy. It is for all

who enjoy and dislike The Twilight Saga. It is an exclusive must read for all.A great addition to the

Twilight Tenth Anniversary/Life and Death Dual Edition by Stephenie Meyer
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While I wish that someone could actually write the true Midnight Sun book, I understand why this

isn't practical. This leaves us with some interesting fan fiction in the form of parodies. I am a Twilight

fan of many years and have had the opportunity to read many of these books. E. Cullen's (clever

name) entry into the Twilight parody arena is a welcome breath of fresh air (for those of us that still

breathe). His writing is filled with wit and inside references that only a true Twilight fan (or hater)

would catch. Not sure what all the negativity is about but, then again, fans of this sort tend to be a

passionate bunch. I enjoyed it immensely.



I was never a big fan of twilight to be honest with you. However, my girlfriend at the time insisted I

watch them with her, so I did. After watching them I came to the conclusion that they were well

written and amusing to watch. I stumbled upon this book while searching around on  and figured I

would give it a try being a parody! Immediately I noticed that this book was unique and had quite an

amusing approach. The style of writing that the author chose is unlike the typical book and makes

you want to read more. The humor is well written along with very detailed text. I was able to easily

picture the scenes taking place. Thank you for the fun and different view on Twilight. The people

who voted down this book have no sense of humor and need to give credit where it is deserved.

As someone who quite enjoyed Twilight in my slightly younger years, I found this parody really

funny. E. Cullen has created a funny perspective on the Twilight series thatâ€™s witty, entertaining,

and amusing. If you know a bit about the love triangle in Twilight between Bella, Edward, and Jacob,

you'll probably find this book highly entertaining.

Thank you

A Simple great read with many laughs that was very entertaining and kept me chuckling under my

breath. Id recommend this to anyone. its easy read and you can finish in no time. and definitely

worth it.Great Read!!!

This was an interesting read. I have not read any of the Twilight books so, I guess my perspective is

different on this book. I read the book as if it were a comedy...slapstick. In which in my opinion all

parodies are. The names and the plot were funny to me. If your into parodies /slapstick comedy this

is a book for you.

Good book interesting to see Edward's side of the story. Wish I could read all of it

This Twilight parody is full of hilarious moments! You can't read this parody without laughing at least

several times. It's very entertaining and makes fun of a lot of the Twilight characters. This book is a

must read for all Twilight fans.
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